Lectures

Careers in Exotic Medicine

*Hosted by Dr. Sathya Chinnadurai DVM, DACZM, DACVA*

Breakfast and Keynote address

8:00-8:45am in the Auditorium (follow the tiger)

Overview of Zoo Medicine

*Hosted by Dr. Kirk Suedmeyer DVM, DACZM*

9:00-9:45am in the Auditorium (follow the tiger)

Raptor Medicine: An Introduction
Hosted by Tracy Swanson, DVM candidate

9:00-9:45am in the W233 (follow the sea turtle)

Wildlife Medicine

Hosted by Dr. Renata Schneider DVM

10:00-10:45am in the Auditorium (follow the tiger)

Lights, Heat, and Supplements, Oh my!: Reptile Husbandry Basics

Hosted by Dr. Krista Keller, DVM DACZM

10:00-10:45am in the W233 (follow the sea turtle)

Metabolic Diseases of Camelids

Hosted by Dr. Pamela Adkins DVM

11:00-11:45am in the Auditorium (follow the tiger)

Ferret Wellness: Integrating the Stinky Weasel into Your Practice

Hosted by Dr. Krista Keller DVM, DACZM

11:00-11:45am in the W233 (follow the sea turtle)

Non-Human Primates: Physical Exams, Blood Collection, and Anesthesia
Hosted by Dr. Samantha Gerb DVM

Lunch and Keynote address

12:00-12:45am in the Auditorium (follow the tiger)

Obtaining Core Competency to Practice Aquatic or Exotic Veterinary Medicine

Hosted by Dr. David Scarfe DVM, CEO of AVAI

Breakfast and Keynote address

8:00-8:45am in the Auditorium (follow the tiger)

Avian (raptor) Ophthalmology

Hosted by Dr. Elizabeth Giuliano DVM, MS, DACVO

9:00-9:45am in the Auditorium (follow the tiger)

Starting an Aquatic Veterinary Practice

Hosted by Dr. Jessie Sanders DVM, CertAqV

9:00-9:45am in the W233 (follow the sea turtle)

Overview of Parasitic Diseases in Rabbits

Hosted by Dr. Ryan Dashek DVM

10:00-10:45am in the Auditorium (follow the tiger)
Life History and Care of Insectivorous Bats

Hosted by Dr. Sybill Amelon Ph.D

10:00-10:45am in the W233 (follow the sea turtle)

Megavertebrate Anesthesia

Hosted by Dr. Sathya Chinnadurai DVM, DACZM, DACVA

11:00-11:45am in the Auditorium (follow the tiger)

Fish Surgery

Hosted by Dr. Jessie Sanders DVM, CertAquV

11:00-11:45am in the W233 (follow the sea turtle)
CONTACT US

For questions or other inquiries, please contact Miranda Wallace or Tyler Paneitz.
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